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DO NOT TRUST-

do no gospel everything open to critical analysis to be master of your fate only you must be architect MOSHE SISELENDE
Those individuals who do not study history are ignorant of the lessons of the past. They will repeat the errors. They will suffer the consequences.

Some of the consequences are fatal lethal and irreversible.

God gave each human a brain and free will. God intends that man use his brain. Not to rely on the thinking of others or of yesterday. There exists no
such entity as gospel. Every thing under the sun is open to critical study and change. What was true yesterday was good for yesterday. Today there exists a new reality.

However, you yourself must be convinced that there exists a new reality. Do not take any ones word. You must see it yourself.
Do not lower your guard. Do not abandon your defenses as good will gesture.

Sweet words and speeches are easy to deliver. Do not be deceived by individuals who profess the holiest and sincere intentions. It is not because these individuals want to do us harm. But because the only way to survive is to follow the path of self defense. It is only
when we follow the path we ourselves design. No one can be more honest and concerned than the individual himself/herself.

The above advice is for everyone internationally.

The renaissance of the Jewish people in the land of Israel is an open miracle. It is a partnership of Providence and the Jewish people.
This miracle can only be sustained if Jews do not trust any one else in the world to determine their fate other than themselves.

We will give the benefit of the doubt to all past and present foreign leaders who express their opinion how to solve the Palestinian problem. They are entitled to their opinion and their world view.
However, Jews are also entitled; no are mandated to follow what is in the Jewish interest.

What is in the Jewish interest is the reality that the Arab world has not accepted a Jewish Israel in any boundaries for the past 140 years. The Arab world including Egypt Jordan and most recently Saudia Arabia and the Gulf
States are friendlier to Israel because of the Iranian threat. Tomorrow when there can be a different alignment in the Middle East all the Arab world will revert to their rejection of a Jewish Israel in any boundaries. Would Israel retreat to the suicide non defenseless boundaries of 1948, Israel will be digging potentially their own grave. When there will come a
change in the political landscape and climate all the so called friendly Arab countries will join the pack to annihilate all the Jews. They will not drive them out of Israel they will murder them.

Let us learn from world history. Let us give our adversaries what they want to give us. Let us remain in Yehuda Shomron Golan Old and
new city of Jerusalem. This territory is Jewish land given by God only to the Jewish people. This is non negotiable. Palestinians get nothing.

Area A B C is all part of Jewish Israel. Palestinians can vote in municipal elections; never in national elections. If they do not like it they can emigrate to the 23 other Arab Countries or 50 Muslim countries.
Let us tell President Trump that this is our position. We appreciate very much his good intentions and thank him. However Jewish destiny and fate must remain in Jewish hands.

The Greeks have a legend recorded by Homer of the defeat of the Trojans by the Greeks. The cause of the defeat was that the Trojans brought
into Troy a Trojan stronghold a wooden horse having Greek soldiers hidden in the crevices. The Trojans dug their own grave by bringing this wooden horse into their city. The Greek soldiers inside the wooden horse slipped out at night opened the gates to Troy and let in the Greek army waiting outside the gates. They
massacred every man woman and child.

Israel will be digging their own grave by granting any sovereignty to the Palestinians in area A B C.

What ever rights were given to the Palestinians in area A B should be rescinded.

Being nice polite and showing that Jews will go out of their way to cooperate to
make peace will only hasten the destruction of Israel.

For the last 140 years and 67 years since the State was created Israel does not have peace; but Israel exists.

All 50 Muslim nations with all their money political and economic clout have never delivered a Palestinian state. Only Israel can give birth to
this bastard at the expense of its own life.

Not 1000 American European Asian head of state will see that day.